
 
 

Adventure #1 

 

Well, this was our introductory 5th edition adventure from the Starter Set. (Not-really-a-spoiler: 

there is an adult green dragon hidden somewhere in the adventure that is going to **** up a 

party of 3rd level or less).  

 

Just 3 players, 4 characters:  Elgweth the high elf rogue, Cora the Halfling monk, Moradin the 

dwarf cleric, and Juju the human wild mage NPC (adapted from Dungeon Crawl Classics).  

After establishing a few background details for the characters and their reasons for going to 

Phandalin, we launched into the adventure.   They’ve been hired by a dwarf named Gundren 

Rockseeker to take a supply wagon from Neverwinter to Phaladin.  Gundren and his cohort, a 

human warrior named Sildar Hallwinter, have traveled ahead on horseback to “take care of 

business.”  Gundren dealt only with one of the PCs regarding the legal terms of the agreement, 

who in turn roped in the others.  Elgweth the rogue is not going as a guard, but returning to 

Phaladin to “deal” with the Redbrand gang there who unceremoniously kicked him out and 

nearly murdered him.   

Cora the monk is seeking a twin relative with whom she shares a mystical lineage. 



 

 

 

 



So they head south down the High Road with the cart and oxen, it’s a 2 day journey to 

Phandalin, and roughly at the intersection of the High Road and Triboar trail they see about 50 

yards away two dead horses in the road, riddled with arrows, oozing black blood with flies 

buzzing around the corpses.  

 

 

 

[DM Note:  I didn’t need to use a map or minis at all for this encounter, but I had them so I did.  

5e is mostly separated from the grid so it’s not mandatory]. 

 

No one sees any other disturbances, so Elgweth the elf rogue sneaks into the underbrush to 

approach from cover.  Cora advances slowly down the path, while the dwarf cleric and human 

wild mage hold back, just watching.  Cora and Elgweth are both near the dead horses when 

they hear bows twang and arrows fly toward them from the treeline.  “Bree yark!  Bree yark!” 

cry goblins in their tongue, which essentially means “kill them!” and a lucky critical hit downs 

the elf in a single hit.  Elgweth crumples to the forest floor in pain, an arrow protruding from his 

chest.  Cora the Halfling is hit too, and then a second volley downs her as well.   Two goblins 

run forward with scimitars to finish the job.  

So that’s 2 PCs dropped right off the bat. 



 

 

[My dead horses look like crashed cars, I know]  

 

WELL, this is all fine and dandy, a few lucky rolls and half the party is dying.  The wild mage 

decides to cast Charm Person, he rolls well, not once but TWICE, and is able to charm two of 

the goblins who are instructed to tackle their non-charmed ally.  This results in a scuffling 

match of confusion, biting and punching, but it saves Cora’s life.  The dwarf cleric casts a holy 

burning cantrip twice at the last goblin, missing the first time, but then lighting his head up like 

a Christmas tree the second time and it crumples in a fiery scream.  The last grappled goblin in 

subdued, and after that Juju the wild mage has two subservient goblins, Splug and Nob, 

holding the hem of robes like lost children.    

[So yeah, a character class not even from 5th edition saved the party from TPK; actually the 

adventure clearly says they’re just knocked out and robbed but will recover. I even pulled some 

punches and had the uncharmed goblins make sub-optimal decisions, like drop the bows and 

advance on foot; otherwise they’d probably aced the remaining PCs from a distance]. 

 

[2nd note:  Any spellcaster with charm person could have done what the wild mage did, so it’s 

not that he was especially powerful.  He was actually very lucky].  

The group rests for a while, heals up some, and inspects the ambush area.  The horses have 

been dead roughly 8 hours, and one of them is definitely the spotted pinto belonging to 

Gundren Rockseeker, the dwarf merchant who hired them to take the wagon to Phandalin.  



There’s an empty scrollcase beside the dead horse.   They have the wild mage question his 

charmed goblins, and the goblins reveal tidbits of information in broken Common; 

1) They were ordered by Klarg to waylay and kidnap a particularly dwarf named Gundren 

Rockseeker on the way south from Neverwinter, to steal all of his belongings and 

capture anyone with him.   Klarg is a bugbear at the hideout.  

2) Gundren was to be taken to King Rolf at Cragmaw Castle, far in the Neverwinter Woods.  

The other guy (Sildar the human) was taken to Cragmaw Hideout about five miles away, 

probably to be stewed for dinner.   

3) The goblins don’t know why Gundren was specifically targeted.   

 

Well, the PCs decide to investigate the actual cargo wagon they were guarding and find it is 

loaded top to bottom with mining supplies:  12 pick axes, 12 shovels, 300 feet of ropes, hood 

lanterns and oil, climbing pitons and hammers, helmets, boots, sacks of flour and grain and 

three kegs of strong black beer.  This is definitely rig for a mining expedition, and the party 

decides to hide the wagon in the woods (and the two oxen?  I think we forgot about those; 

owlbear food) while the charmed goblins lead them to the hideout 5 miles away.  

The human Sildar could be rescued before he’s cooked for dinner, and there’s definitely 

something fishy going on with this kidnapping; it’s not random.  

[Incidentally, the rules for DCC charm person state that one of them is very loosely influenced 

and dazed at -2 for all actions; at their intelligence level, both are charmed for 3 weeks barring 

anything that would force a new save, which could be practically anything against their nature, 

such as killing another goblin ally].  

The goblins lead the way, pointing out a snare and pit trap along the path, and finally reach the 

entrance to a cave later than evening.  A steep slope rises to the entrance and a creek flows 

down the hill.  Thick woods and shrubs cover the ascent.   The goblins are questioned about 

potential guards, and yes, two or three are probably concealed up top, but they’re usually lazy.  

So the party opts to sneak up from the south through the woods. 

Elgweth the rogue takes point, he’s the sneakiest, and sure enough, he finds a clearing behind 

a copse of trees where two goblins have crushed down the brambles with planks of wood and 

sit on stools playing bone dice.  Taking advantage of surprise, he’s able to send an arrow 

through the throat of one and the eye of the other, dropping them immediately.  

They hide the bodies and then move the whole group up to the clearing and question their 

charmed goblins about the interior of Cragmaw Hideout.  The goblins eagerly comply and draw 

a crude map in the dirt.  The goblins reveal two traps in the complex; the first is not really a 

trap but a weakly constructed tunnel that could collapse in a rockslide.  The second is a 

dammed up waterfall that can be unplugged that will wash anyone out of the main tunnel.  

Further, it’s subdivided into two sections for two possible waves.  Secondly, there’s a small cave 



near the entrance with three guard wolves.  Thirdly, there’s around 20 goblins in the lair 

altogether.  Lastly, Klarg the bugbear usually resides in the room with all the provisions they’ve 

stolen from ambushes on the Triboar trail.  

So, understandably, after being nearly wiped out by 

4 goblins, they party is not happy at ALL to deal 

with 20 goblins, 3 wolves and a bugbear.  It’s 

suicide. 

 

[And here is where 5th edition shined; the players 

were genuinely scared for their character’s lives and 

only a good plan and some luck is going to keep 

them alive]. 

 

 

The inside of the cave is lit only by residual sunlight from the entrance, and the goblins say the 

rear areas are pitch black.  Elgweth has darkvision so he volunteers to scout inside.  

Sure enough, he sees three savage wolves chained to a stalagmite, and a curious pile of loose 

rubble and shale toward the back of the room, but he keeps to the path and climbs.  Soon he 

spots the bridge with the single goblin guard, who fortunately is not looking his way.  The 

bridge is 20 feet above the stream.  A carefully placed minor illusion creates goblin laughter 

down the adjacent tunnel and the goblin leaves his post to investigate.  



Cora the Halfling monk pokes her head in and sees Elgweth slide into darkness, but she’s not 

comfortable entering the cave without a light source. She hangs back, ready to flee if there’s an 

emergency. Everyone else waits in the wooded alcove outside where the guards were slain.  

 

Elgweth climbs all the way up and finally sees the dam where the water is trapped and the 

residual flows over the top that creates the flowing stream.  Another stairway leads up, and 

sticking to the walls (and complete darkness, the others would have been forced to use light) 

he spots three more goblins in the top chamber.  He’s gone further than he feels comfortable all 

alone, so he heads back down, and manages to snipe the long guard on the bridge.  The arrow 

thrusts through the back of its head and out its mouth and the goblin topples to the stream and 

is carried out the entrance where Cora fishes the corpse from the water.  

 

 

 

Elgweth exits the cave, sneaking past the wolves again, breathless but overall pleased that no 

one noticed his intrusion.   

 

We had to stop here, but they ended with the plan to have the two charmed goblins maybe 

take the wolves for a walk.  Juju the wild mage reminds everyone that the magic holding them 

charmed is VERY tentative, and anything that breaks the verisimilitude will unleash them from 

the spell.  At best, they’re just friendly for the time being.  

 



That took 2 hours.   After a short rest out of game, everyone will be 2nd level next session.  

 

[My opinion of 5th edition is that it is a hybrid of 2nd and 3rd with a splash of 4th and a dose of 

indie games, particularly the inspiration and bonds/flaws.  I find that it might be a little TOO 

simple, particularly coming from someone familiar with far more complicated versions of D&D, 

but for any newcomer to the hobby it is infinitely more accessible than picking up 4e or 

Pathfinder. But by nature of the modular system, the complexity can be ramped up later if 

desired once more sourcebooks are out].  

 

 

 

 


